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STAFF MOVEMENTS

SAFETY TRAINING COURSES

Dr Stephen Gibson, from AMPL will be attending an
AIP Council Meeting at Melbourne University 7-8
February 2011.

Ionizing Radiation Safety - 21 February
Chemical Safety - 23 February
Corrosive Substances Safety - TBA February
Enroll by emailing ohstraining@anu.edu.au or
contact ohs.manager@physics.anu.edu.au

Professor Stephen Buckman and Mr Adam Edwards
from CAMS/AMPL will be travelling to Madrid for a
meeting on commercial prospects for positron
science between 11-14 February 2011.
Professor Buckman will also be dropping by South
Africa (6-10 February) on the way to Madrid for
discussions at iThemba Laboratories on production
of positron sources, and to present a Colloquium at
the University of Cape Town. He will return from
Spain via Washington DC, USA, where he is
moderating a symposium on "Recent Adventures in
Antimatter" at the American Association for the
Advancement of Science's Annual Meeting
(February 17-21).
EDUCATION MATTERS
Academic staff may enhance their effectiveness in
coursework teaching, research supervision and
academic leadership through the Graduate
Certificate in Higher Education. Completing the
Graduate Certificate provides credentials within a
program that both capitalises on work that the
participant is currently doing and is individually
tailored. The Vice-Chancellor’s scholarship scheme
ensures eligible staff have their HECS fees paid for
this study.
Applications should be submitted by the end of this
month. Details are available at:
http://cedam.anu.edu.au/postgraduatecoursework/graduate-certificate-he
SCHOOL SERVICES & CONTACTS
Please note that printable phone lists, an updated
School Services chart and JAG contacts lists are
now available on the intranet.

ANU BRANDING
The Australian National University is adopting a
new brand, a gradual process that will be
completed by December 2011. The new brand
includes a fresh logo, an ANU window design to
frame images of ANU activities, a new style of
imagery, a more flexible colour scheme and a new
font. The new ANU logo will be released for general
use in early 2011.

